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1. Introduction

If we conduct any research, first primary importance
would be the main key of evolution of best type brain
biochemical’s, after then finding the best results of any
research.

Done the experiment its 6 standard theoretical approach
for scientist brain cognition which best root ? The roots
mentions are.1 Complex reasoning, numerical extreme
practice without solution book as think to think like one
complex reasoning give 30-45 minutes to think to think
brain twist all dimensions of till the research work do
but not use students to more waste of time.2 By see
solution book complex numerical, reasoning’s extreme
practice step understandings after the memorize practice
like single time 3-4 repeat to upgrade brain software regular
update till research work do.3 Use exercise as catalyst 2
-3 hours or maximum neuron-plasticity (ROM), with try
to encode. with attach two methods apply (a) Standard
level reasoning’s, numerical (b) above mention extreme
level. Also its try to encode work in extreme neuron-
plasticity boundary cases.4 Also separate the reasoning’s
and numerical.5 Back generation best skill till presents,
apply above mention 4 in experiments.6 Brain cognition
herbal top 5 with standard level reasoning think, practice.
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By experiment root it confirms that which would be
the best for new successful research. After the finding
by experiment that’s best roots apply that’s of society,
race, country all type development. Also consider for
experimental error to apply best logic, both.

Its work during about 3-4 hour job period to update.

2. Conclusions

Done the experiment its 6 standard theoretical approach
for scientist brain cognition which best root ? The roots
mentions are.1 Complex reasoning ,numerical extreme
practice without solution book as think to think like one
complex reasoning give 30-45 minutes to think to think
brain twist all dimensions of till the research work do
but not use students to more waste of time.2 By see
solution book complex numerical, reasoning’s extreme
practice step understandings after the memorize practice
like single time 3-4 repeat to upgrade brain software regular
update till research work do.3 Use exercise as catalyst 2
-3 hours or maximum neuron-plasticity (ROM), with try
to encode. with attach two methods apply (a) Standard
level reasoning’s, numerical (b) above mention extreme
level. Also its tries to encode work in extreme neuron-
plasticity boundary cases.4 Also separate the reasoning’s
and numerical.5 Back generation best skill till presents,
apply above mention 4 in experiments.6 Brain cognition
herbal top 5 with standard level reasoning practice.
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